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Corporate Networks taps Sungard
Availability Services to create private
enterprise cloud offering, Surric!
Corporate Networks, has quite a bit in common with
Sungard Availability Services. The Fort McMurray, Alberta,
company provides end-to-end IT solutions to K-12 and
the enterprise sector including a full range of technology
services, as well as consulting. For the past 29 years, it
has concentrated on delivering quality — in its work and
customer service. Sungard AS certainly can relate.
Today, Corporate Networks focuses
on making sure that businesses
and individuals communicate more
effectively with their co-workers,
vendors and customers through strong
technology infrastructure. To do this,
it invests a lot of effort in R&D to stay
on the leading edge. Specifically, it
emphasizes advanced communication
and collaboration systems. These
include Internet portals, voice-over IP
(VoIP) telephone systems and hosted
infrastructure and application services.

These services depend on strong
back-end computing environments
and networks, which have been
Corporate Networks’ specialty for
more than a dozen years. Corporate
Networks strives to build partnerships,
not just vendor/client relationships,
with its customers — and its vendors.
They include IT providers such
as Allstream, Cisco, Citrix and
Microsoft, among others.

“Corporate Networks
found a leadingedge vendor who
understood their
desire to create a
globally available
private enterprise
cloud for its own
customers.
Sungard AS officials
wanted us to stay
on that path.
They saw a future
and a vision they
hadn’t seen with
other technology
providers and they
were intrigued.”
AHSEN BUTT

CEO, Corporate Networks

About Corporate Networks
• Headquarters: Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada
• Full-complement technology solutions provider and consultancy
• CEO: Ahsen Butt
• Manager, Technical Services: Zeshan Butt
• Employees: 22
• 2013 Revenues: about $7.5 million (Canadian)
• Uses Sungard AS Enterprise Cloud Services

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
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“We were looking
for something
unique, a private
enterprise cloud
that could serve
as our umbrella,
and this was
quite different.”
ZESHAN BUTT

Manager, Technical Services,
Corporate Networks

“Surric” designed
and created by
Corporate Networks
to provide clients a
turn-key enterprise
solutions for their
core technology
infrastructure.

sungardas.com

Of course there have been some
challenges, but this is where its
relationship with Sungard AS comes
into play. Corporate Networks’ main
challenge related to whether it would
retain its 17-year-old datacenter and
upgrade it, or turn those operations
over to an enterprise cloud services
provider. It also wanted its IT staff to
be able to take on more consulting
work and develop more designs and
technical solutions for clients.
“We had to either make major
upgrades to our datacenter or partner
with someone,” recalls CEO Ahsen
Butt. Zeshan Butt, as manager of
Technical Services was also heavily
involved in the decision. They decided
to forego capex for opex and began
looking for a hosting partner.
“I wanted to get a good night’s sleep
and not worry about the reliability of
the datacenter,” explains Ahsen. “And
I thought about investing $1.5 to 2
million in a decent datacenter that we
would have to maintain, and ten years
later, we would have to do it again.”
Partnering for business results
Corporate Networks evaluated
three hosting partners and their
evaluation led to the partnership
with Sungard AS.

Among the differentiators,
Sungard AS delivered:
• A global presence including
Canada, with regional data centers.
• Compliance with Canadian
regulatory requirements because
Sungard AS operates Canadian
datacenters. For example, since
it deals primarily with the public
sector, it’s required to keep that
data on Canadian soil.
• A strong business presentation that
provided Corporate Networks “huge
confidence” in the datacenter and
the technical resources needed to
transition to where the company
wanted to be. Other candidates
couldn’t do that adequately. A tour
of the Toronto facility reinforced
these impressions.
• Strong support for Corporate
Networks’ offerings of a hosted
VoIP system to customers along
with its own product called “Surric,”
an amalgamation of IaaS, HaaS and
SaaS, all hosted by Sungard AS.
• Robust security for customers
because of Sungard AS’ personnel
and security measures in place –
both physical and electronic. Zeshan
notes that they heavily relied on
Sungard AS implanting its security
measures and it was a value-add.
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Strategic partners
Sungard AS provides Corporate
Networks with Enterprise Cloud
Services, including virtual machines
and terabytes of storage.
Understanding Corporate Networks’
needs and goals was critical in
designing the right system.
Sungard AS delivers value to
Corporate Networks by furnishing
secure, dependable service without
interruption, promptly working on
tickets and providing sophisticated
monitoring to proactively detect
service interruptions so it can
inform the client.
The two partners worked especially
close on what can prove a normal
challenge – implementation. The
Corporate Networks’ core design
proved a challenge and it took
about nine months to achieve.
“We were looking for something
unique, a private enterprise cloud
that could serve as our umbrella,
and this was quite different,” explains
Zeshan. Adds Ahsen: “We received
constant and continuous support
and if there were misunderstandings,
there was no finger pointing.”

In other situations with other vendors,
Corporate Networks was told that a
situation that arose didn’t match the
statement of work, “and unfortunately,
we had to stick with the statement of
work,” says Ahsen. “We never felt that
for a second with Sungard AS.”
Instead, Corporate Networks found a
leading-edge vendor who understood
their desire to create a globally
available private enterprise cloud for its
own customers. “Sungard AS officials
wanted us to stay on that path. They
saw a future and a vision they hadn’t
seen with other technology providers
and they were intrigued,” adds Ahsen.
Conclusion
At the moment, Corporate Networks is
launching a marketing campaign and
reseller program for Surric in northern
Alberta. The goal is to spread its
services throughout North America.
Its revenues have grown substantially
in the past year and it now posts annual
revenues of between $7 and 8 million.

Corporate Networks reduced its IT
staff by nearly 40 percent to its present
22 IT professionals, and staff members
can now serve clients better.
It’s too early to gauge how the new
partnership is paying off on a returnon-investment basis since Corporate
Networks just established its first client
in late 2013. “Our ROI largely will
depend, quite frankly, on how fast we
can grow our client base and employ
the infrastructure, which is meant for a
large-scale cloud offering,” says Ahsen.
As for its next focus with Sungard AS,
Ahsen expects to address his business
continuity and disaster recovery needs.
And as for whether he’s sleeping better,
Ahsen agrees he is.

One clear benefit for Corporate
Networks is the talented senior
technical staff it can rely upon at
Sungard AS, and the fact that it didn’t
have to staff its own datacenter 24/7.

Business benefits to Corporate Networks:
• Creation of a globally available private enterprise cloud
• Robust, secure network providing greater confidence for their customers
• Ability to reduce IT staff while maintaining 24/7 data center oversight
• Compliance with local and international regulatory requirements
• Constant and continuous IT support from reliable, knowledgeable
IT professionals

sungardas.com
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Partnering with Sungard AS
Working with industry-leading technology partners,
we are able to provide proven availability solutions
tailored to the unique needs of your business. Unlike
other companies offering individual technology services,
Sungard AS is focused on providing responsive and
integrated Cloud, managed services and disaster recovery,
IT consulting and business continuity management
software solutions to keep you and your information
connected. Sungard AS provides for application availability
using end-to-end data protection solutions to help you
manage your data more efficiently, effectively and securely.
The result is a flexible, cost-effective way to help ensure
your data is there when you need it: Always.

About Sungard Availability Services
Sungard Availability Services provides managed
IT services, information availability consulting
services, business continuity management
software, and disaster recovery services.

Trademark information
Sungard Availability Services is a trademark
of SunGard Data Systems Inc. or its affiliate
used under license. All other trade names
are trademarks or registered trademarks
of their respective holders.

To learn more, visit www.sungardas.com
or call 1-888-270-3657
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